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The Human System is like any other vehicle system.  
It requires prevention, maintenance, and repair.
- Dr. Thomas Williams
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Outline
• Types of Telemedicine
– Live remote Guidance
– Live Monitoring
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Types of Telemedicine Care
• Live remote guidance
• Live monitoring
• Store and forward
• Autonomous
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MEDB 7.2 PPCMEDB 1.3 PMC





• Crew Medical Officer
– Preflight 
• Initial (2-42 hrs): CPR, DCS, field training
• Operators (7 hrs): Emergency
• Specialists (26 hrs): Non-emergent
– In-flight
• Emergency drill (4-6 wks of arrival, 45 min)
• Computer-based training (30 days/25 min)
• Ground Crew 
– communication coaching
– situational  awareness
9Space Medicine Crew Training
Training: Lessons Learned
• Hardware ≠ capability




• Current training not optimized
– Training = in-flight success?
• Not used  no validation
• When used  no or limited validation (privacy, regulations)
– No requirement to prove proficiency
• Subjective instructor assessment
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• Unique spaceflight applications
– Atypical target (e.g. pneumothorax) 
– Potential countermeasure (e.g. bone, kidney stone)
ISS Telemedicine Ultrasound
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AsMA 86th Annual Symposium 2015. Cole, R.W. et al.
Remote Guidance: Lessons Learned
• Current use not optimized  streamline!
– Eliminate “common sense” procedures
• Good images easily recognizable
• Use intrinsic guidance, image enhancement capabilities
– Time management key skill
• Timeliness of clinical care 
• A la carte discrete modules – organize as needed
• Integrate Research and Ops information
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Current ISS Ops Exploration
Remote guidance: reliant on ground Remote oversight  space-based expertise
Best approach: data  crew
Innovate: clinical ? addressed 
Store and forward underutilized ↑use store and forward
Data downlink:uplink ↑ Data uplink:downlink ↑
Instrumentation: larger footprint
more resources
crew strapped to wall
Instrumentation: streamlined
portable
Technology Watch: Remote Guidance 
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27Apr17 crew note from HMS-ULTRSND-SCAN-CMO:
You know what would really help us? If we had pictures of a "perfect 
case" for each type of image. Given the time lag between ground and 
ISS -and the minute adjustments we are making for the correct image-
the ground is like "3 seconds ago". If we had a picture of what we 
should make each image look like, we will print it out and have it above 
the machine so we can more quickly get to what you want and then 
stabilize for the ground to catch up. I think it will also help cosmonauts 
considerably given the high amount of commanding/translation. Just a 
thought - but I think it would help us be more efficient.
Comfort - NSBRI
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• Live monitoring by ground (including prebreathe)
– Biomedical (update every 2 min)
• 1-lead heart rate, inlet CO2
• MET rate: O2 tank pressure drop
– Consumables
• EVA crew focus is mission tasks
• Continuous ground:crew communication
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ISS EVA: Lessons Learned
• Additional EVA crew bioinformatics needed
– Health
– Performance (cognitive, physical)
• Suit outlet CO2 measurement needed
• In-suit maneuverability limited
• Suit = vehicle
– “The most at home I felt in space was in my suit.”
– In-flight temperature changes extreme (vs training)




Current ISS Ops Exploration
Live monitoring: reliant on ground Live monitoring  space-based expertise
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ISS Behavioral Telemedicine
• WinSCAT (5 tests: assess memory, baseline in case of head injury)
• Standard measures (preflight, 3x in-flight)
– Actigraphy
– Cognition testing (10 tests)
– Self-reporting
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Behavioral Telemed: Lessons Learned
• Losing key information
– Collect, analyze current data
– Ops impact  telemedicine feedback
• Delay information before critical tasks?
• Behavioral training
– Mindfulness
– Crew  effective and empowered
• Team communication more efficient
– Behavioral training 
– Differing philosophies from international partners
• Guidelines: “countermeasure”  standard
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Terrestrial Application: Live Monitoring
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Zephyr’s medical grade 
technology was originally 
developed in conjunction 
with Special Forces and NASA 
and designed to measure 
and monitor the vital signs of 
individuals and teams in 




Current ISS Ops Exploration
Live monitoring: 
PMCs, PPCs reliant on ground
Live monitoring  space-based 
Ground-based Flight Surgeon
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?
Technology Watch: Live Monitoring
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Technology Watch: Live Monitoring 
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SEEQ Mobile Cardiac Telemetry System: Medtronic
Nature Nanotechnology 11, p566, 2016.
Technology Watch: Live Monitoring 
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– Still images (nominal)
– EVA (before, after)
• On-orbit hearing assessment (OOHA)
– 45 days +EarQ software
– Match OOHA with acoustic dosimetry
• Store and forward data exchange
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Audiology: Lessons Learned
• Otoacoustic emissions (OAE)
– More objective, sensitive than audiometric test
– Earlier alert to auditory damage
• Match OOHA with time of acoustic dosimetry (taken 
every 60 days)
• EarQ software reliable




Current ISS Ops Exploration
Space vehicle noisy (legacy waivers) New space vehicle quieter waivers
OOHA OAE




• Exercise application software
– Store and forward data for feedback
– Limited real time feedback (HR, speed)
• Regular generated report (every 2 wks)
– In-flight exercise monitoring- ASCRs
– Exercise data review- crew surgeon
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Store and Forward: Lessons Learned
• ISS exercise program successful ≠ 100% protective
• Challenge seeing crewmember as whole
• Multiple platforms  single extensible 
– Data portal, common interface, robust feedback
– Common wearable/collection, device
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+ + + + +
Exploration Telemedicine: Store ↔ Forward
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Current ISS Ops Exploration
Store and Forward: ground support-based Store and Forward: space-based






• Ops lessons learned
– ISS training more streamlined
– Isolated but telemedicine largely successful
• Lessons learned for Exploration
– Need to be able to perform autonomous routine exams 
(including dental)
– Exploration support
• Telemedicine simulations (including in-flight training options) 
need to be refined now
• Multipurpose supplies





Mars Mission Concept of Operations, Aug 2016. S. Love, E. Nelson  
Approximate Comm Delays
Moving Towards Mars: Telemedicine
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Current ISS Ops Exploration
Reliant on ground Space-based: Med, tasks, monitoring
Limited compliance High compliance
Equipment: larger footprint Equipment: streamlined
Data downlink:uplink ↑ Data uplink:downlink ↑
Population-based: pharm, imm, predictive
Multiple system approach
Crewmember tailored, integrative




Optimize for 42 day 
missions
2027 Deep Space
Exercise data handling 
and ground operations 
changes
2029 One Year 
Pathfinder
Exercise deep space 
comm, automony, and 
decision paths













In-Flight Health and Performance 
Monitoring System
In-Flight Health Data System
Pre- and Post-Flight Medical 
Appliances
In-Flight Health Maintenance System
Flight SurgeonMCCResearcher Analyst
Natural & Induced Environmental 
Protection System
ECLSSC&DHStructures GN&C
Mission Task Performance Support 
System











or Patient  
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Ground Health Maintenance System
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From Conclusion 6: 
“The human being must be integrated 
into the space mission in the same 
way in which all other aspects of the 
mission are integrated.” 
Back up slides
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Technology Watch: Remote Guidance 
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Berg Insight 2016





Even where the sonographer is onsite, robotic-
assisted US imaging could take some of the 
physical burden from the sonographer…
Human Factors matter!
Technology Watch: Store and Forward
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Lighted Curettage
Honeywell
